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HPC Programming: Where are We?
• IBM SP at NERSC/LBNL has as 6K processors • There were 6K transistors in the Intel 8080a implementation • BG/L at LLNL has 64K processor cores • There were 68K transistors in the MC68000 • A BG/Q system with 1.5M processors may have more processors than there are logic gates per processor • HPC Applications developers today write programs that are as complex as describing where every single bit must move between the 6,000 transistors of the 8080a • We need to at least get to "assembly language" level • A new programming model will emerge for multicore programming
• Can one language cover laptop to top500 space?
Partitioned Global Address Space
• Global address space: any thread/process may directly read/write data allocated by another • Partitioned: data is designated as local or global Global address space x: 1 y: l: l: l: g: g: g:
x: 5 y: 
PGAS Languages on Clusters: One-Sided vs Two-Sided Communication
• A one-sided put/get message can be handled directly by a network interface with RDMA support
• Avoid interrupting the CPU or storing data from CPU (preposts)
• A two-sided messages needs to be matched with a receive to identify memory address to put data 
NAS FT Variants Performance Summary
• Slab is always best for MPI; small message cost too high • Pencil is always best for UPC; more overlap In fi n iB a n d 2 5 6 E la n 3 2 5 6 E la n 3 5 1 2 E la n 4 2 5 6 E la n 4 5 1 2 
Optimizations in Titanium
• Communication optimizations are done • Analysis in Titanium is easier than in UPC:
• Strong typing helps with alias analysis • Single analysis identifies global execution points that all threads will reach "together" (in same synch phase) • May also be used in loops to ensure same number of iterations
Concurrency Analysis in Titanium
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Concurrency Analysis
• Graph generated from program as follows: 
Particle/Mesh Method: Heart Simulation
• Elastic structures in an incompressible fluid. 
